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Figure 1. The HACCP team ensures that HACCP
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a dynamic,
well-executed
Figure 1. The
team
ensures thatprogram.
HACCP
is a dynamic, well-executed program.
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of the
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of the
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of the
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of the
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of the
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using
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of HACCP,
rhythms
and accordingly,
leadershipifskills
and the
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to effectively
of HACCP,
butmanufacturing
also on the specific
rhythms
andactive
expectations
the entire
facility.success. The HACCP team leader plays a
expectations
of the
site. This
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involvement cover
in order
to maximize
of members
the manufacturing
site. This
ensures
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Gap
E: The
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does
not facilitate
the HACCP
of new
in the HACCP
team
and a active
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key role
in ensuring
that the
HACCP
team assembles
on a regular
new members
in the
HACCP
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sustainable
team
effectively.
leader
possess
integration
of HACCP
into
the site’steam
foodand
safety
culture.
basis,
verifiesThe
thatHACCP
HACCPteam
plan(s)
areshould
reviewed
comprehensively
integration
of HACCP
into the
food safety culture.
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and the to
ability
to that
effectively
Gap
B: HACCP
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in asite’s
regulatory-driven
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and updatesleadership
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as needed,
ensure
the HACCP
Gap B: HACCP
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in a regulatory-driven
in order
to maximize
success. The Support from
the development
and maintenance
of HACCP
becomes a compliance facilitate
plan ismeetings
maintained
accurately
and comprehensively.
culture,
development
and maintenance
of HACCP
leader plays
role in ensuring
the for the team
activity
only. and
It is the
essential
that HACCP
team members
understand HACCP
senior team
management
musta key
be demonstrated
andthat
visible
a compliance
activity
It is essential
team
a regular
basis,
that
whatbecomes
a significant
hazard is,
as wellonly.
as where
hazardsthat
may occur in HACCP
members
toassembles
make theiron
role
a priority
andverifies
meet as
often as needed to
HACCP team
members
understand
what a significant
plan(s)
are reviewed
and
updatesthe HACCP
raw materials,
production
processes
and finished
product (6). The HACCP
complete
HACCP
tasks in acomprehensively
timely manner. In
addition,
hazard
as well as
where
hazards
mayasoccur
in raw it operates areteam
handled
needed,
ensure
that
theexpectations
HACCP plan
is HACCP
product
of ais,
HACCP
team
is only
as good
the culture
mustasbe
alignedtowith
goals
and
of the
materials,
processes
and finished
product
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and comprehensively.
SupportTeam
from effectiveness
within
and the production
knowledge and
experience
of the cross
functional maintained
program to
ensure productivity
and effectiveness.
The product ofand
a HACCP
teamimprovement
is only as good
management
must
bemembers
demonstrated
and visible
team.(6).
Troubleshooting
continuous
of as
a HACCP senior
is optimal
when all
team
understand
their for
role on the team
therequires
culture it
operatesskills
within
and the
knowledge and
theasteam
members
to make
their
role a priority
meet
system
cognitive
beyond
understanding
basic
individual
subject
matter
experts,
when alland
team
members clearly
experience
the cross
functional
Troubleshooting
as often
as needed
to complete
HACCP
tasks
in aare
timely
concepts.
Teamsofmust
be competent
inteam.
analyzing,
distilling, and
understand
the food
safety goals,
when
teams
engaged with their
and continuous
improvement
a HACCP
system
requires
manner.
In and
addition,
thepartners
HACCPon
team
be aligned
evaluating
the performance
of theirofHACCP
system
to truly
and
internal
external
the must
HACCP
inputs with
and outputs,
cognitive
skills
beyond
understanding
concepts.
goals and expectations of the HACCP program to ensure
proactively
avoid
hazards
from
reaching thebasic
consumer.
Teams must be competent in analyzing, distilling, and
productivity and effectiveness. Team effectiveness is optimal
evaluating the performance of their HACCP system to truly when all team members understand their role on the team
and proactively avoid hazards from reaching the consumer.
as individual subject matter experts, when all team members
clearly understand the food safety goals, when teams are
engaged with their internal and external partners on the
HACCP inputs and outputs, when clear ground rules are
• Ability
to identify
potential
hazards
Ability
to identify
potential
foodfood
safetysafety
hazards
chemical
and physical)
associated
(biological,
(biological,
chemical
and physical)
associated
production
the product
under 		
with with
production
of theofproduct
under
including
control
to reduce
onsideration,
consideration,
including
control
to reduce
risksrisks
• Ability
to identify
and analyze
the production
• Ability
to identify
and analyze
the production
incoming
raw materials
to how
flow,flow,
fromfrom
incoming
raw materials
to how
the the 		
the final
product
consumer
consumer
uses uses
the final
product
• Understanding
of, ability
and ability
to explain
to others,
• Understanding
of, and
to explain
to others,
		the regulations
the production
country
and any
the regulations
of theofproduction
country
and any
countries
		export
export
countries
• Ability
to identify
and analyze
hazards
• Ability
to identify
and analyze
foodfood
safetysafety
hazards
thematerials
raw materials
		associated
associated
with with
the raw
•
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and
when
successes
areteam
celebrated
example,
of microbial
reduction
when clearestablished
ground rules
arefollowed,
established
andteam
followed,
when
• •ForFor
example,
anyany
useuse
of microbial
reduction
steps during
and,
finally, when
teamwhen
activities
are documented.
production,
packaging,
storage, and
steps during
successes are
celebrated
and,all
finally,
all team
activities are
production,
packaging,
storage,
and preparation
and/or
handling
consumption
preparation
documented.Gap F: HACCP team documentation is lacking. HACCP
handling
beforeand/or
consumption
orbefore
processing.
teams should
designate a team
memberHACCP
as recording
or processing.
Gap F: HACCP
team documentation
is lacking.
teams
• Requirements
for any treatment before consumption to
secretary/scribe
to ensure
that teamsecretary/scribe
activities are accurately
•reduce
Requirements
any treatment before consumpshould designate
a team member
as recording
food safetyfor
risk.
to reduce
food
safety before
risk. consuming,”
and team
adequately
documented.
Documentation
should
to ensure that
activities
are accurately
and adequately
• Fortion
example,
“Heat
to 160°F
include
training records,
qualification/certification
•or “Safe
For example,
“Heat to
160°Fheating
beforeor
consuming,”
documented.
Documentation
should
include training records,
to eat without
further
other
eat without
further heating or other
or “Safe tobefore
records, meetingrecords,
dates, meeting
meeting
qualification/certification
meetingparticipants,
dates, meeting
preparation
consumption.”
before consumption.”
preparation
agendas,
activities,
for information
participants,
meeting
agendas,decisions,
activities,justification
decisions, justification
for
• Statutory
and Regulatory
Food Safety requirements.
Regulatory
Safety require(including
references),
external
partner
assessments,
information
(including
references),
external
partner
assessments,
• •ForStatutory
example, and
“Meet
statutoryFood
and regulatory
food
ments.
HACCP
plan documents
and pertinent
any other
revisions torevisions
HACCPtoplan
documents
and any other
safety
requirements as set out by the United States
•Department
For example,
“Meet statutory
regulatory
food
pertinent
of HACCP
training
information.
Recordsinformation.
of HACCP Records
training should
include
nameshould
of
of Agriculture
– Foodand
Safety
Inspection
requirements as set out by the United States
safety(USDA-FSIS).”
include
namecredentials,
of training course,
credentials,
date(s)
training course,
trainer
date(s) trainer
including
expiry date,
Service
of Agriculture
Food
Safety plan.
Inspectincluding
expiry date,
and description
of training, including
and description
of training,
including
any certification.
• ListDepartment
of all products
covered by–the
HACCP
(USDA-FSIS).”
ionofService
any certification.
Each
these products
may be a product family
sTep 2: describe The producT
•having
List similar
of all products
covered
by the HACCP
plan.
ingredients.
Individual
stock keeping
Step 2: Describe the product		
General Guidance
of these
products
may be
product docufamily
Each
units
(SKUs)
need
not be listed
inaHACCP
Guidance
ingredients.
stock keephaving similar
ProductGeneral
description
should include all general infor-mation for
mentation;
however,
a methodIndividual
of cross-referencing
Productin
description
should
include all general inforing units
(SKUs)
not be
listed
inSKUs
HACCP
product(s) included
the HACCP
system,
products
listed
in theneed
HACCP
plan
with
must be
documentation;
such as: mation for product(s) included in the HACCP system,
readily
available. however, a method of cross-referencing products listed in the HACCP plan with
such
• List
ofas:
ingredient types used to manufacture prodescripTion
gaps
must be readily
available.
• List of
types
used
to manufacture pro- producTSKUs
ducts included
in ingredient
the HACCP
plan,
including
in the HACCP plan, including
ducts
information
suchincluded
as origination/origin.
Gap A: Products included in the HACCP plan are too diverse.
Product
Description
Gaps
information
such as
origination/origin.
• For example,
“peanuts (U.S.),
sugar
(U.S.), molasses
Gap
B: Product
description is not
reviewed and updated when
Products
in the HACCP plan are
Gap A:
• honey
For example,
“peanuts
(US),
(US),
(Mexico),
(China),
vegetable
oilssugar
(U.S.),
salt molasses
changes
are included
implemented.
too diverse.
(U.S.)” (Mexico), honey (China), vegetable oils (US), salt
Product
description
not reviewed
andtoo
updated
• Additional(US)”
detail on ingredients should be
GapGap
A: B:
Products
included
in theisHACCP
plan are
diverse.
• Additional
detail
on ingredients should be 		
whenproducts
changesinto
are implemented.
addressed
in the hazard
analysis.
Group
a HACCP plan according to similarity of
addressed of
in production
the hazard analysis.
• General description
method, nature
processing steps, food safety controls, and the composition and
• General
of production
method, nature natureGap
A: Products
included
in thegrouping
HACCPisplan
too the
of the product,
anddescription
packaging utilizing
varying
of finished
products.
If this
notare
done,
the product,
and
diverse.plan
Group
into a HACCP
plan accurately
according to help
amounts ofofdetail
sufficient
to packaging
understandutilizing
the typevarying
HACCP
will products
be very difficult
to complete
similarity
of processing
steps,
food
safety controls,
of product.amounts of detail sufficient to understand the type thetoplant
be successful
at making
safe
products.
Peanut butter
of product.
andinclude
the composition
and nature
of finishedbut
products.
• For example,
“Pasteurized, processed cheese
could
several different
types/flavors,
each has similar
For example,
“Pasteurized,
processed
cheese
If this grouping
is not
done,
the HACCP
plan will
be
spread•packaged
in sealed
plastic jars for
retail sale.”
processing
steps, food
safety
controls,
and nature
of finished
spread
packaged
in product
sealed plastic
for retail
very difficult
accurately
help
the plant
be New
• For example,
“Peanut
butter
madejars
from
product,
so they to
cancomplete
be addressed
undertoone
HACCP
plan.
sale.” using the following process:
successful
making safe
Peanut
butter
could for
roasted peanuts
products
to beatincluded
in a products.
HACCP plan
must
be reviewed
• the
Forpeanuts,
example,
“Peanutdry
butter
product
made from compatibility
include several
but each
cleaning
shelling,
roasting,
coolwithdifferent
the plan types/flavors,
before production
and, has
if compatible,
roasted
peanutswith
using
the following
process: 		
similar
processing
steps,
foodlist
safety
controls,documentation
and nature
ing, blanching,
grinding
added
ingredients,
should
be added
to the
product
in HACCP
cleaning the
peanuts,
shelling,
dryretail
roasting, cool- before
of finished
product,
so they
can be addressed
onethe
ing, and packaging
in sealed
plastic
jars for
production.
Obsolete
products
should be under
taken off
ing, blanching,
with added
plan.
New products
to be aincluded
a HACCP
sale or in fiber
drums for grinding
use as ingredient
by ingredients, listHACCP
as soon as
practical.
For example,
HACCPinplan
includes
ing, and
packaging
in sealed plastic jars for retail shredded
plan must
be cereal
reviewed
for compatibility
with
the plan
manufacturers
of other
products.”
baked
products
and extruded
cereal
products.
sale
or in fiber
drums
for #257,
use as ingredient by
before production
and, are
if compatible,
shouldthe
be processing
added
• For example
“Smooth
Peanut
Butter
Although
all the products
breakfast cereals,
manufacturers
of other
products.”
to and
the product
listcontrols
in HACCP
documentation
Chunky Peanut
Butter #357,
Unsalted
Peanut
steps
associated
are very
different. Abefore
separate
ForReduced
exampleSalt
“Smooth
production.
Obsolete
products should
taken off
the list
Butter •#157,
PeanutPeanut
ButterButter
#457.”#257, 		
HACCP
plan should
be developed
for the be
extruded
products
as soon
as practical.
Forinexample,
a HACCPplan
planwith
includes
Chunky Peanut
Unsalted Peanut 		
• Intended distribution
and Butter
storage#357,
conditions
instead
of including
them
a single HACCP
the
shredded
baked
cereal products and extruded cereal
Butter
#157, Reduced Salt Peanut Butter #457.”
and shelf life
limitations.
shredded
baked
products.
products.
Although
all theisproducts
are breakfast
cereals,
• Intended
distribution
and storage
conditions
• For example,
“Intended
for distribution
and storage
Gap
B: Product
description
not reviewed
and updated
when
the processing
steps and
controls are
and shelf
life limitations.
under ambient
temperature
conditions.”
changes
are implemented.
Theassociated
product description
(invery
addition to
different.
separate
HACCP
plan should
be be
developed
• For“Best
example,
for distribution
• For example,
Used“Intended
By date printed
on the and stor- other
sectionsAof
HACCP
documentation)
must
revised in a
for the
extruded
products
insteadincluding
of including
them intypes,
a
age under
ambient
temperature
conditions.”
package indicates
shelf
life limitation
of 1 year
to
timely
manner
to maintain
accuracy,
ingredient
single HACCP
thethat
shredded
baked products.
• acceptable
For example,
“Bestquality.”
Used By date printed on the
maintain
product
production
methodplan
andwith
factors
may influence
food safety risk.
Gap B: Product description is not reviewed and updated
package
indicates shelf
life limitation
ofrisk.
1 year to
• Factors that
may potentially
influence
food safety
when changes are implemented. The product description
maintain acceptable product quality.”
(in addition to other sections of HACCP documentation)
• Factors that may potentially influence food safety
must be revised in a timely manner to maintain accuracy,
risk.
including ingredient types, production method and factors
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thatcheese
may influence
food safety
risk. Several cheese
spread
Several
spread products
are reformulated
to improve
flavor
products are
reformulated
improve
flavortoand
nutritional
and nutritional
value.
A system to
should
be used
collect,
maintain,
value. Achanges.
system For
should
be used
to collect,
maintain,
and review
example,
instead
of roasting
raw and
peanuts,
review changes.
Forpurchased
example, instead
of roasting
raw
pre-roasted
peanuts are
from a supplier
to manufacture
peanuts,
peanut
butter.pre-roasted peanuts are purchased from a supplier
to manufacture peanut butter.
sTep 3: idenTify inTended use
3: Identify intended use
Step
General
Guidance
Guidance
General
Describe for
each product the intended and any known
Describe
forofeach
intendedbyand
any known
unintended
use(s)
the product
finishedthe
product(s)
customers
unintended
theintended
finishedand
product(s)
by customers
or consumers,
asuse(s)
well asofthe
any known
or consumers,
as well
as thethat
intended
and
any known
unintended
consumer
group(s)
may be
adversely
affected.
unintended
consumer
group(s)
that may be
Intended
use should
be examined
throughout
theadversely
supply chain,
affected.
Intended
use shouldfood
be examined
throughout
including
further
manufacturing,
service, and
use by the
supply
chain,
further
food
final the
food
preparer
andincluding
consumer.
This manufacturing,
includes all reasonably
service,
and use
final
food preparer
and
consumer.
expected
handling
ofby
thethe
end
product,
including
mishandling
This includes
all reasonably
handling
of the end
and misuse
of the end
product byexpected
the customer
or consumer.
product,
including
mishandling
and misuse
of the
Consumer
groups
known
to be especially
vulnerable
toend
specific
by the must
customer
or consumer.
groups
foodproduct
safety hazards
be considered
(Fig.Consumer
2).
known
tobe
beused
especially
vulnerable
to specific
food safety
A table
can
to provide
information
on product
use
hazards
(Table
1). must be considered (Fig. 2).
A table can be used to provide information on product
inTended
use (Tableuse
1). gaps
Gap A: Not including unintended use
useingredients,
gaps
Intended
Gap
B: If producing
not understanding how
Gapthey
A: Not
including
unintended
use
are further
processed
and handled
B: If producing
not understanding how
Gap Gap
C: Unintended
usersingredients,
are not addressed
they are further processed and handled
Gap C: Unintended users are not addressed

Gap
A: A:
NotNot
including
unintended
use.use.
AnAn
industry
Gap
Gap
including
unintended
industry
Gap that needs
that
to be addressed
is not including
theunintended
known
toneeds
be addressed
is not including
the known
use of
unintended
use of
their finished
products.
Thisbecause
gap canthere is little
their finished
products.
This gap
can occur
occur
because
there isonlittle
noconsumer
information
on how with the
or no
information
howorthe
is interacting
theproduct
consumer
is interacting
the product
when the usage of the
when
the productwith
is launched.
As consumer
product
is launched.
As consumer
usage
ofsection
the finished
finished
product evolves
over time,
this
in the HACCP
product
over time,
this section
in the
HACCP
plan isevolves
not updated.
HACCP
teams may
also
minimize the
plan
is not updated.
also products.
minimize An example
significance
of theHACCP
data theyteams
have may
on their
theofsignificance
of the
data theyuse
have
on their
not including
unintended
would
be aproducts.
non-ready-to-eat
Anproduct
examplethat
of not
including
useproduct.
would beFor
a example,
is also
used asunintended
a ready-to-eat
non-ready-to-eat
is also used
as prepared
a ready-to-eat
a dry seasoningproduct
mix thatthat
is intended
to be
by following
product.
For example,
dry seasoning
that isa cook
intended
the directions
on thea package,
whichmix
include
step, could be
to used
be prepared
by following
on the package,
as a ready-to-eat
dip.the
Thedirections
hazards associated
with a readywhich
include
a cook
step,
could be used as a(RTE)
ready- product will be
to-eat
product
versus
a non-Ready-to-Eat
to-eat
dip. The
hazards associated
with
a ready-to-eat
addressed
differently
in the design
phase
of a new product. The
product
versus a non-Ready-to-Eat
(RTE)
product will
be
microbiological
hazards would also
be mitigated
in different
ways.
addressed
differently
in the
phasethe
of ateam
newisproduct.
One way
to address
thisdesign
is to ensure
including the
The
microbiological
hazards
be mitigated
in they
potential
unintended
usagewould
in theiralso
assessment
and that
different
ways.the RTE status of the products and how the consumer/
understand
One
way tois address
this
is to ensure
the team
is including
customer
using the
products.
Sources
of data
that will help the
theHACCP
potentialteam
unintended
usage in
their assessment
and
would include
consumer
data (consumer
insight
thatdata,
theyconsumer
understand
the RTE
status of and
the products
anddata).
contact
information
social media
how
the consumer/customer
is using
the products.
Activities
may include review
of company
recipesSources
and social media
of data
thatreview
will help
HACCP team
would
include or pathogen
recipes,
andthe
assessment
of illness
outbreaks
consumer
data (consumer
insight
data, consumer
contact and
contamination
events that
the products
have experienced,
information
and social
media data).
Activities
include
review of how
the company
is marketing
themay
products.
review of company recipes and social media recipes,
review and assessment of illness outbreaks or pathogen
contamination events that the products have experienced,
and review of how the company is marketing the products.

Figure 2. Consumer groups known to be especially vulnerable to specific
food safety hazards must be considered.
Figure 2. Consumer groups known to be especially vulnerable to specific
food safety hazards must be considered.
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TAbLE
Table
1. 1.
PROduCT
Product
uSE
use
Use Use
by Consumers
by Consumers
(keeping
(keeping
in mind
in mind
various
various
use situations
use situations
suchsuch
as food
as food
service,
service,
convenience
convenience
stores,
stores,
camping,
camping,
driving,
driving,
etc.)etc.)
Intended
Intended
Use Use

Unintended
Unintended
Use Use

ThisThis
product
product
is designed
is designed
for the
forgeneral
the general
population
population
which
which
may may
include
include
high-risk
high-risk
groups.
groups.
Susceptible
Susceptible
individuals
individuals
may may
consume
consume
somesome
products
products
containing
containing
allergens.
allergens.
All allergens
All allergens
are are
stated
stated
on the
onpackage
the package
and all
andpackages
all packages
carrycarry
the relevant
the relevant
warnings.
warnings.
SomeSome
products
products
requiring
requiring
cooking
cooking
for safety
for safety
may may
be consumed
be consumed
without
without
cooking.
cooking.
Preparation
Preparation
instructions
instructions
are clearly
are clearly
stated
stated
on each
on each
package.
package.
SomeSome
products
products
requiring
requiring
cold cold
temperatures
temperatures
during
during
storage
storage
for safety
for safety
may may
be stored
be stored
improperly
improperly
at at
elevated
elevated
temperatures.
temperatures.
Storage
Storage
requirements
requirements
for food
for food
safetysafety
are clearly
are clearly
stated
stated
on each
on each
package.
package.

Reasonably
Reasonably
expected
expected
mishandling
mishandling
and and
misuse
misuse

SomeSome
products
products
requiring
requiring
limited
limited
shelfshelf
life for
lifesafety
for safety
may may
be consumed
be consumed
afterafter
excessive
excessive
storage
storage
time.time.
“Use“Use
by date”
by date”
for food
for food
safety
safety
is clearly
is clearly
stated
stated
on each
on each
package.
package.
SomeSome
products
products
requiring
requiring
cooking
cooking
for safety
for safety
may may
be consumed
be consumed
without
without
adequate
adequate
cooking.
cooking.
Cooking
Cooking
instructions
instructions
for food
for food
safety
safety
are clearly
are clearly
stated
stated
on each
on each
package.
package.

Gap B: If producing
not understanding
steps
unique
to specific
products
Current
accuracy
Gap B: If producing
ingredients,ingredients,
not understanding
how they how steps
unique
to specific
products
(6).(6).
Current
accuracy
and
are further
processedThe
andHACCP
handled.team
The needs
HACCP team completeness
and completeness
of the Process
Flow Diagram
is very
are furtherthey
processed
and handled.
of the Process
Flow Diagram
is very important
since
needshow
to understand
how are
theirusing
customers
are using and it isimportant
since it isfor
used
as a resourcethe
forprocess,
understanding
to understand
their customers
and further
used as a resource
understanding
and hazards
processing their
ingredients.
this review,
process,
and hazards
associated
with the
processingfurther
their ingredients.
In this
review, theInHACCP
teamthe andthe
controls
associated
withand
thecontrols
process and
is enhanced
by on-site
HACCPhow
team
must
understand
how their
process andofiseach
enhanced
confirmation
must understand
their
ingredient
is being
used ingredient
and further
confirmation
step ofby
theon-site
diagram
(Fig. 3). of each
being
used and manufacturer
further processed.
Thecommunicate
ingredient
stepProcess
of the diagram
(Fig. 3).
processed.is The
ingredient
can then
The
Flow Diagram
is an important tool used for facilitating
manufacturer
can thensocommunicate
known
hazards
The Process
Diagram
is an important
tool used
known hazards
to the customer
that appropriate
controls
canto an effective
HazardFlow
Analysis.
It should
be constructed
by HACCP
the customer
so thatcereal
appropriate
controls
be putinin Team
for members
facilitatingusing
an effective
Hazard
Analysis.
should
be This
be put in place.
For example,
particulate
is an can
example
guidelines
established
byItthe
company.
place.processing
For example,
cereal
is an example
constructed
by HACCP
Team membersand
using
guidelines
which further
could
occurparticulate
or the ingredient
could in
be
facilitates
accuracy,
ease of understanding,
ease
of revision. Some
whichtofurther
processing
established
by the
This facilitates
accuracy,
of
added directly
a product
intendedcould
to beoccur
RTE.or the ingredient general
guidelines
for company.
effective Process
Flow Diagrams
areease
listed
be added
a product
to be RTE. below:
understanding, and ease of revision. Some general guidelines
Gap C: could
Unintended
usersdirectly
are not to
addressed.
Tointended
help HACCP
Gap
C: Unintended
users are
not the
addressed.
Toask
help
for•effective
Diagrams
below:
teams identify
unintended
consumer
users,
team can
Show Process
all stepsFlow
sequentially
inare
textlisted
boxes,
with
HACCPduring
teams this
identify
unintended
consumeris users,
•arrows
Show
all stepssteps
sequentially
in interactions
text boxes, with
several questions
review.
What population
this the
between
indicating
and 		
arrowsof
between
stepsflow
indicating
interactions
and
team can
askDo
several
questions
during
review.
product targeted
for?
they include
higher
riskthis
groups
likeWhat
direction
all process
from inputs
to
direction of all process flow from inputs to 		
population
is elderly?
this product
targeted
for? Dohave
they include
babies, children,
or the
Does
your product
outputs.
outputs.
groups
likemarketed.
babies, children,
the If
elderly?
allergens?higher
How isrisk
your
product
Is it foror
kids?
• Label
each step with a concise name describing
•activity
Labelateach
step with
concise
name describing
Does are
yourusing
product
have allergens?
How
your
HACCP teams
a standard
table similar
toisthe
oneproduct
the step.
Use anames
of equipment
only
activity
at the step.
names
of equipment
it reporting
for kids? Ifthis
HACCP
teams are
using
discussed marketed.
previouslyIsfor
information
in the
plana
when
descriptive
of theUse
activity
(e.g.,
oven, extru-only
of if
the
activity
oven,
standard
tablethis
similar
the one
discussed previously
and utilizing
guidance,
step to
should
be addressed.
der,when
metaldescriptive
detector) or
activity
at(e.g.,
the step
is extruder, metal
detector)A or
if activity
the step is
for reporting this information in the plan and utilizing
described
separately.
Process
FlowatDescription
described
Processdetail
Flowabout
Description
guidance,
this step should
be addressed.
sTeps 4 and
5: consTrucT
and
confirm process
document
canseparately.
be used toAprovide
document
can be
used
to provide
detail
floW diagram
activity
associated
with
each
step. This
can about
activity
associated with
each step.hazards
This can
General Guidance
enhance
understanding
of potential
and
and 5: Construct
and
enhance understanding of potential hazards and
Steps
The Process
Flow4 Diagram
is a representation
of allconfirm
steps and
controls.
process
diagram
controls.
their interactions
used flow
to manufacture
products included in the
• Some
step labels may include specific control
GeneralAGuidance
• information,
Some stepespecially
labels mayfor
include
specific
control 		
HACCP Program.
single flow diagram may be used for several
steps that
are Critical
The Processusing
Flowsimilar
Diagram
is a Differences
representation
of all
information,
especially for steps that are Critical
products manufactured
steps.
in steps
Control
Points (CCP).
steps and
interactions
used
to manufacture
products
Control
Points
(CCP).
among products
maytheir
be shown
by using
labeling
with text or
color
• Show
all transfer
steps
(e.g., conveyor, cart, and tote).
in the
HACCP
Program. A modular
single flow
diagram
• Identify
Showtype
all transfer
steps (e.g.,
conveyor,
cart,pneuand tote).
that appliesincluded
to specific
products.
Alternatively,
diagrams
of conveyance
(belt,
vibratory,
may be
used for may
several
products
manufactured
using
Identify type of conveyance (belt, vibratory, pneusimilar to those
described
be used
to show
groups of process
matic).
similar steps. Differences in steps among products may be
matic).
• Label
each step with a unique number to relate to
shown by using labeling with text or color that applies to
•other
Label
each step(i.e.,
withprocess
a unique
number
to relate to
documents
hazard
analysis)
specific products. Alternatively, modular diagrams similar
(i.e.,ofprocess
hazard analysis)
andother
help documents
understanding
the flow.
to those described may be used to show groups of process
and help understanding of the flow.
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Figure 3. Completeness and accuracy of the Process Flow Diagram is greatly enhanced by
physical
confirmation
of each
step
of the diagram.
Figure 3. periodic
Completeness
andon-site
accuracy
of the Process
Flow
Diagram
is greatly enhanced by
periodic physical on-site confirmation of each step of the diagram.

• Show
all product
inputs
ingredients,
• Show
all product
inputs
(i.e., (i.e.,
ingredients,
WorkWork
In In
(WIP),
packaging,
rework,
recycling).
Progress
Progress
(WIP),
packaging,
rework,
recycling).
• Show
all other
process
inputs
water,
steam,
• Show
all other
process
inputs
(i.e., (i.e.,
water,
steam,
air, other
gasses,
processing
air, other
gasses,
processing
aids).aids).
• Show
all process
outputs
end products,
• Show
all process
outputs
(i.e., (i.e.,
end products,
intermediate
products,
rework,
recycling,
intermediate
products,
rework,
recycling,
by-products,
waste).
by-products,
waste).
• Show
alternate
the product
stream
• Show
alternate
pathspaths
of theofproduct
stream
temporary
holding).
(e.g.,(e.g.,
temporary
holding).
• Show
alternate
process
during
unusual 		
• Show
alternate
process
flow flow
during
unusual
circumstances
process
delays,
downtime,
circumstances
(e.g.,(e.g.,
process
delays,
downtime,
seasonal).
A separate
Process
Description
seasonal).
A separate
Process
FlowFlow
Description
document
canhelpful
be helpful
for describing
this detail).
document
can be
for describing
this detail).
• Include
identification
of external
process
• Include
identification
of external
process
stepssteps
freezing
at distribution
facility,
contact
(e.g.,(e.g.,
freezing
at distribution
facility,
contact
packaging).
packaging).
A plant
schematic
cana valuable
be a valuable
addition
• A•plant
schematic
can be
addition
the Process
Diagram
and theProcess 		
to thetoProcess
FlowFlow
Diagram
and theProcess
Description
to clearly
identify
FlowFlow
Description
to clearly
identify
flowsflows
of of 		
people,
product,
and waste;
points
of potential
people,
product,
and waste;
points
of potential.
• cross-contamination;
and segregation
• cross-contamination;
and segregation
between
and risk
low areas.
risk areas.
between
high high
and low
Process
Flow
Diagram
Gaps
process
floW
diagram
gaps
GapProcess
A: Process
Diagram
not complete
or accurate
Gap A:
FlowFlow
Diagram
not complete
or accurate
B: Process
Diagram
not current
changes
Gap Gap
B: Process
FlowFlow
Diagram
not current
withwith
changes
		
to process
to process
C: Process
Diagram
not easy
to understand
Gap Gap
C: Process
FlowFlow
Diagram
not easy
to understand
or use
or use
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Gap A: Process Flow Diagram not complete or accurate.
The Process
Diagram
is an essential
resource
used
Gap A: Flow
Process
Flow Diagram
not complete
or accurate.
The
during
Hazard
providesresource
information
Process
FlowAnalysis,
Diagramsince
is an itessential
used on
during
hazards
and
controlssince
that it
exist
in the information
process. Missing
Hazard
Analysis,
provides
on hazards and
steps
or inaccurate
information
in theMissing
Processsteps
Flowor inaccurate
controls
that exist
in the process.
Diagram
can cause
hazards
to Flow
be unrecognized
poorly
information
in the
Process
Diagram canorcause
hazards
understood,
or controlsortopoorly
be mistakenly
considered.
to be unrecognized
understood,
or controls to be
Formistakenly
example, aconsidered.
Process Flow
peanut butter
ForDiagram
example,fora Process
Flow Diagram
production
notproduction
include rework,
the actual
for peanutdoes
butter
does but
not in
include
rework, but in
process
peanut
butterpeanut
from under-filled
is scrapedjars is scraped
the actual
process
butter fromjars
under-filled
outout
andand
putput
into
a vessel
thatthat
is used
forfor
filling
additional
into
a vessel
is used
filling
additional jars
jarsofofpeanut
peanutbutter.
butter.Because
Becausethis
thisstep
stepisismissing
missingfrom
fromthe Process
theFlow
Process
Flow Diagram,
the Team
HACCP
Team
missesconducting
Diagram,
the HACCP
misses
it when
it when
conducting
the Hazard
Analysis.
As a result,with the
the Hazard
Analysis.
As a result,
risks associated
risks
associated
thepractice
peanut butter
rework practice
peanut
butterwith
rework
are unrecognized,
compromising
areeffectiveness
unrecognized,
effectiveness
of thethat controls
of compromising
the HACCP system
for ensuring
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